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know that cloud provides a platform for innovation as well having 

the potential to improve the efficiency of business processes, 

which can become an important source of competitive advantage.

Cloud-based computing is already the new normal for many 

industries and business. Already the US Government has adopted 

cloud services, and we are already familiar with Gmail and Google 

Drive, Netflix and other huge technology offerings storing and 

delivering data in the cloud. Not surprisingly though, and in usual 

style, uptake has been slow within the hotel industry. The most 

prevalent system in place in hotels, and which could benefit the 

most from a cloud makeover, is the traditional on-premise PMS. 

The traditional PMS, which is accessed via a desktop to connect 
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The Cloud PMS
OPPORTUNITY
Cloud and SaaS are terms that have been brandished about for a 

long time now – they are not necessarily new talking points, but 

are a continuous one. Cloud computing is really quite a simple 

concept – which is both revolutionary and reliable. Your computer, 

PMS, or other operational system sends data over the Internet to 

data centers in other locations. The digital heavy lifting is done 

elsewhere on far more powerful computers, rather than all on the 

computer at your desk.

Many industries either have already or are in the middle of 

moving their processes and systems into the cloud as a means of 

centralizing all of their hardware and software resources into one 

place, and to utilize only the services that they actually need. They 
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with data stored in a locally based server, represents the backbone of 

hotel operations and interfaces with a variety of other key systems. And, 

while, in the past, PMS was used to manage guest check-in and check-

out and housekeeping services, now the PMS is expected to cover the 

entire guest experience, including the booking process to capturing 

guest data for future interaction. 

Traditionally, the only choice for hoteliers was to purchase, deploy 

and operate their PMS software applications on-premises. Similarly, 

traditional on-premise PMS required hoteliers to lock into multi-year 

contracts meaning the replacement of on-premise might happen around 

every 5-7 years for the major hotel chains, but for many hotels the reality 

is that they might actually hang on to their systems for as long as 10-15 

years! Now, 15 years is a long time to hold onto something, especially 

technology. Never mind smartphones, tablets and social media, You 

Tube and the iPod, yes the iPod, who remembers that, didn’t even exist 



15 years ago – that’s how long ago 15 years is in the world of technology. 

However, systems have and continue to evolve, and the past decade has 

seen the rise of a new generation of PMS with the introduction of agile, 

flexible and cost effective cloud-based solutions. But still uptake is slow 

with hotels preferring to stick to their tried and trusted systems - only 

22% of hotels earmarked migrating to the cloud as a top tech priority in 

2015. 

So it seems that many hoteliers still have a way to go before being 

convinced to make the switch. If you still don’t feel like embracing the 

cloud any time soon, we’ve got some hard facts and figures that might 

convince you otherwise.
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For many hotels the reality 
is that they might actually 
hang on to their systems for 
as long as 10-15 years!



The most significant cost of owning and managing software 

applications is tied up in operating and maintaining the software, 

along with the hardware and infrastructure needed to support 

it. Gartner, the leading global IT research firm, estimates that the 

annual cost of owning and managing software applications can be 

as much as four times the cost of the initial purchase. 

However all that physical hardware equipment that legacy PMS 

require (which comes with an high investment cost – let alone 

all the space it takes up) cloud based systems do without. With 

the cloud there is no need for expensive on-site hardware and 

software, no need for on-site servers and their cooling equipment. 

Hotels subsequently don’t need to buy software licenses; all and 
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Reducing Costs and Increasing Profits #1

THE SET-UP
any stresses of maintenance and compliance are on the vendor’s 

shoulders. With cloud computing a service provider takes over 

complete asset management and as a consequence reduces the 

overall cost of ownership. Instead of purchasing hardware and 

software outright, hoteliers practically rent computing power. 

These “rented” services are paid for on-demand or pay-as-you-go, 

The annual cost of managing 
(on-premise) software 

applications can be as much 
as four times the cost of the 

initial purchase.



like a utility bill, like how we pay for electricity. Therefore costs are 

ultimately lessened since costs are appropriated to actual usage. 

Shifting to cloud-based computing systems changes fixed costs to 

variable costs.

Similarly, purchasing on-demand services from a cloud provider 

allows for immediate growth without having to deal with IT 

growing pains. Cloud computing makes it easier for enterprises 

to scale their services, up or down, based on your requirements. 

Since computing resources are managed through cloud software 

applications, they can be deployed virtually as fast as new 

requirements arise.

However while there are significant cost savings to be made in 

the initial set up – there are a number of other financial gains and 

operational efficiencies to be made by making the switch to the 

cloud. 
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With countless systems and multiple departments, managing 

a hotel today can be challenging and complex. Traditional PMS 

software limits hoteliers’ freedom to work with several different 

vendors. More often than not, they do not easily integrated with 

software from different providers, so if you want to add new 

features to your management system that aren’t offered by your 

software provider or integrate your various management systems 

together, well, you’ll have a hard time doing so. 

When you use locally hosted software, integrations with legacy 

systems almost always require complicated manual work that is 

Reducing Costs and Increasing Profits #2

INTEGRATIONS & 
COMPATIBILITY
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often quite a challenge, if not a disaster. It would typically involve 

a lot of planning and a very technical, time-consuming costly 

operation.

However, one of the biggest strengths of a cloud-based hotel 

management system is that it can be easily connected to other 

software applications, even if these applications don’t share 

the same provider. You see, when you have something sitting in 

the cloud, there is usually a respective API (basically a type of 

“translation” system that allows 2 foreign systems to communicate 

in a common language) that will allow for different software to 

communicate and exchange date as needed. This lowers the 

I.T. requirements exponentially, not to mention making it vastly 

easier for future expansion of your software and operational 

requirements.

Also with a cloud based PMS you don’t have to worry about it 

being compatible with your computer. There is no need to have a 

particular OS version or access to a specific computer, all updates 

are automatic, meaning even members of your staff with different 

laptops or mobile devices are able to access and use the system.



How safe is the cloud? Well, in the early days there was a little bit 

of fear mongering regarding the security of the cloud and despite 

its wide scale adoption (more than 90% of enterprises and 52% 

of all SME use cloud services in the US) many still have mixed 

feelings about cloud security. According to Brian David Johnson, 

futurist at Intel, our reluctance to fully accept the cloud is due 

to our perception of new technologies and our tendency to fear 

what we do not understand.

However, truth is, cloud actually makes data more secure. It’s 

known for it reliability, data security, processing speed and PCI 
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compliance; your data is stored securely and remotely instead 

of in an on-site physical location. All your data is mirrored 

and backed-up continuously, and data transfers use the same 

encrypted protocol that is used by banks (now, that’s pretty 

secure!). These guarantees are in place to ensure that nothing 

is ever lost. Compared to on premise backup, storage and 

computing systems that has legacy security is unreliable and 

difficult to implement.

Also cloud Service Providers (CSPs) are specialized in keeping 

data safe – that’s their job! So by switching your legacy PMS to 

cloud PMS, not only do you get access to the best data centers 

but also to highly skilled IT professionals looking after you. 

“Legacy systems are more difficult to keep updated because 

enterprises may have to go around to several hundred thousand 

platforms to check and update security systems. It’s easier for 

legacy systems to fall behind.” — David Linthicum, Senior Vice 

President, Cloud Technology Partners.

Reducing Costs and Increasing Profits #3

RELIABILITY &  
SECURITY
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Moreover, in terms of connectivity, your PMS runs on secure servers 

that have multiple fail-overs to ensure uninterrupted service. And 

not only that, but cloud allows for the automating of data transfers 

between systems working alongside each other; this integration 

streamlines processes property wide and eliminates tedious and 

time-consuming manual data entry task and avoids any risk of 

hiccups that often happen with manual upkeep.

So, it’s official; cloud is more secure than an on premise backup, 

storage and computing system.

Reducing Costs and Increasing Profits #4

UPGRADES &  
MAINTENANCE
Now that you have the system in place what about 

maintenance? It has been proven again and again that sporadic 

on-going repair of legacy systems leads to asset deterioration, a 

shorter lifetime and increased long-term capital cost. Companies 

can spend up to 75% of their total IT budget just to maintain 

and run existing systems and infrastructure – that doesn’t sound 

overly financially practical. 

The beauty of a cloud-based system is really there is no such 

thing as maintenance – well at least not on your part anyway. 

All the responsibility falls on the cloud vendor. They take care 
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of all technical resources and system maintenance, from software 

updates to top-level data protection and backup.

And to top it off there are no recurring upgrade costs to worry 

about either because they are completely automatic - you are 

always logged into the latest version! With legacy systems, 

upgrades are known for their headaches – between the painstaking 

planning, the often-intense roll-out and possible required 

downtime all of which can cause a lot of undue and unnecessary 

stress. However with a cloud based system, you do not require to 

foot the bill for any upgrades or the on-site visits from specialized 

technicians that go with overseeing fixes, patches or upgrades - 

you can leave all the worry and bother to your software provider. 

And, because a cloud-based system provides new updates and 

functionality frequently, the hotel can stay ahead of the marketing 

trends that provide opportunities for increased revenue.

So, after making the switch, what about the training, what’s 

involved? With an in-house software system, procedures are 

often complex and technical, meaning training is required to 

both maintain and operate the system. But, as we have learned 

from earlier, with a cloud PMS, everything that requires technical 

knowledge is handled by the vendor.

In terms of the actual software itself, cloud PMS solutions are 

easy to use and intuitive at the end user level. Designed with 

graphic driven interfaces, they offer an easy user experience 

that allow employees to be trained quickly - even the least tech-

savvy members of a hotel’s team can easily gain access to the 

information they need at the click of a button.

Reducing Costs and Increasing Profits #5

TRAINING
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We are all more than well aware that guests increasingly expect to 

use their own tablets and smartphones to request hotel services. 

This is difficult with premise-based property management systems, 

due to security requirements and other complexities. But, with a 

cloud-based solution, guests and staff can interact with the system, 

even when they are not in the hotel. 

Even better, is that a cloud PMS allows for flawless customer 

service by providing hoteliers the ability to easily keep track of and 

consolidate guests stay history and personalized preferences while 

also providing a system that can satisfy each customer’s needs 

by delivering real time personalized experiences i.e. cloud PMS 

allows hoteliers to promote offers and sell customized relevant 

Reducing Costs and Increasing Profits #6

THE MONEY BIT

The figures speak for themselves:
On-Premise PMS Cloud PMS

Base PMS $25.87 $13

Monthly SaaS fee n/a $12.50

Initial Payment $39,531 $1,875

PMS plus* cost $37.87 $17

Revenue from PMS Plus n/a $18.00

ROI from PMS Plus n/a $0.89

*PMS plus = mobile checkin/out, self service, yield and S&C interface
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and personalized ancillary products and/or packages and push 

upgrades and up-sells more easily to the right customers, at the 

right time in their journey and at their moment of decision. 

This increased interactivity enables new integrated experiences 

between the hotel and guest and as result of such high customized 

service interactions, guests feel unique and treated as an 

individual, improving overall satisfaction and generating increased 

customer loyalty – while at the same time contributing to higher 

occupancy rates, and an improved bottom line.

When Fontainebleau Miami partnered with StayNTouch to roll 

out it’s cloud based mobility platform, within minutes of turning 

on the system, guests were taking advantage of it and the hotel 

experienced some strong results right off the bat.

• 140+% ROI in the first 30 days 

Revenues from extended guest stays/late checkout have been 

substantial. In the first full month, late-check out revenues 

generated by StayNTouch promotion far exceeded the 

monthly SaaS fee paid to StayNTouch.

• 20% – 40% Conversion 

Depending on the day, 20% – 40% of guests are opting 

into the pre-arrival process, which initiates direct guest 

communication via smartphone and allows front desk bypass 

upon arrival.

• Improved guest reviews 

Guest reviews on the hotel arrival/check-in experience 

improved notably.

Cloud PMS does not only bring cost savings to the table but it can 

deliver real financial tangible results.
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Cloud computing offers a fundamentally faster, less risky, and 

significantly more cost-effective alternative to on-premises 

applications. By adopting cloud computing, a company can 

eliminate two major enduring problems in their IT departments 

i.e. the typical large upfront costs and time delays in building out 

and deploying hardware and software applications. By eliminating 

upfront costs, precious time and capital can be saved for other 

important business decisions.

The future for hoteliers will be defined by how well they leverage 

mobile and cloud technology to enable greater efficiencies and 

customer engagement - Hotels who dismiss cloud-based PMSs are 

missing out on technology that can offer significant advantages.

In Conclusion...
• Theses /Dissertation The Adaptation of Cloud Computing by 

the Hotel Industry - University of Nevada, Las Vegas

• Moving to the Cloud: Understanding the Total Cost of Owner-

ship (Intacct)

• Prescient Processing: A Q&A with Intel Futurist Brian Johnson, 

and Why We Shouldn't Fear the Future (Scientific American)

• 4 Reasons Why the Cloud Is More Secure Than Legacy Systems 

(Tripwire)

• Emerging clouds in hotel technology (Grant Thornton)

References of Note

http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2332&context=thesesdissertations
http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2332&context=thesesdissertations
http://online.intacct.com/rs/intacct/images/wp_moving_to_the_cloud_understanding_tco.pdf?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRoku6%2FMcu%2FhmjTEU5z14%2B8vUa%2B%2FlMI%2F0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4ARMRhNK%2BNFAAgAZVnyRQFE%2B6BfYND7g%3D%3D
http://online.intacct.com/rs/intacct/images/wp_moving_to_the_cloud_understanding_tco.pdf?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRoku6%2FMcu%2FhmjTEU5z14%2B8vUa%2B%2FlMI%2F0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4ARMRhNK%2BNFAAgAZVnyRQFE%2B6BfYND7g%3D%3D
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http://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-data-protection/4-reasons-why-the-cloud-is-more-secure-than-legacy-systems/
http://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-data-protection/4-reasons-why-the-cloud-is-more-secure-than-legacy-systems/
http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/globalassets/1.-member-firms/united-kingdom/pdf/publication/2016/emerging-clouds-in-hotel-technology.pdf
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Jos has a 20+ year track record in hotel software technology. He began StayNTouch 
with the vision of re-inventing the hotel PMS technology; making it simple, mobile and 
transitioning the software to the cloud.  Prior to StayNTouch, Jos spent 17 years at 
MICROS Systems Inc. (Now Oracle Hospitality), as a Senior Vice President of  in charge 
of global product development and strategy for the Lodging and eCommerce divisions. 
During his tenure, MICROS’ hospitality products became the global market leader 
growing the company’s revenues from less than $300 million to $1.1 billion. Jos was 
responsible for introducing a number of new products enabling MICROS to enter all 
hospitality segments from limited to full service hotels.


